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reviews
sean martindale:
tent: life-like living
107 shaw gallery, toronto
november 19 – 26, 2010
by lauren wetmore

T

he Great Vancouver-to-Toronto Exodus that followed sizable
cuts to British Columbia arts funding in 2010 has only augmented the perpetual compare-and-contrast of the two cities.
However, one point of semblance between them that we would all
be hard-pressed to challenge is the omnipresence of condominium
advertisement. Perhaps it is only because I hail from Vancouver—
born ready for real-estate intrigue—that I even noticed this parallel. Sean Martindale, an artist who has flitted between both cities
all his life, decided to focus on this nationally shared point of public imagery in his recent work tent: Life-Like Living.
Martindale’s project is composed of two parts. First, he constructed simple tent-like structures using reclaimed condominium poster advertisements and plastic broom handles, which he

Martindale’s tents suggest that “who you
are” (or rather, who you could be in all the
splendor of your real estate simulacra) is
entirely fictitious. He achieves it by placing the materializations of these fictions
in spaces inhabited by a diversity of metropolitan citizens for which there is simply no room in the corporate imagination.
Consider, for instance, the tent Martindale set up in the southeast corner of TrinityBellwoods Park. Of all his installations,
this one remained unmolested the longest, weathering a snowstorm as well as a
citation from a city parks inspector for
“camping in a public park without authority.” Martindale was given time to remove
the tent, for which he was grateful, but noted that he might have felt differently had
he actually been living there. Operating as
an intervention into public space, tent
evokes a disconnect between what is marketed as the pleasures of living “downtown”
and the actualities of living there.
As a further example, Martindale’s TrinityBellwoods tent happened to be positioned
in the exact spot where a notorious pair
of exhibitionists is known to frequently
engage in extremely visible lovemaking.
Though public sex may be a relatively common practice, as is the public presence of
sexual imagery, this couple’s activities are
on a completely different plane from the
cheeky toilet stall and back alley crowd.
Queen West real estate developers may be
quick to promote the area’s “edgy” qualities, but it is unlikely that they wish to
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positioned in public locations around downtown Toronto. Later,
he opened a mock presentation centre at the 107 Shaw Gallery,
where real estate marketing devices such as sandwich boards, scale
models and testimonials were created with the help of other artists, including Ian Carr-Harris, Janis Demkiw, Lisa Myers and
Sandy Plotnikoff.
In an interview with Torontoist’s Steve Kupferman, Martindale
cited the economic disparity of housing options as the crux of the
tent project and Carr-Harris corroborated the same in his text
about the project, noting that Martindale’s “quietly provocative
series of interrogations into the corporate fabric of the city are a
reference to the plight of many who are excluded from the implicit
right to shelter that constitutes the rhetoric of both private capital
and public policy.” While the discrimination inherent in the urban housing market is undoubtedly a worthy concern, if perhaps
belaboured in contemporary Canadian art, Martindale’s project
diverges by way of its explicit focus on the complicity of the design and marketing machine in the maintenance of a false ideal.
At once tantalizing and absurd, the imagery utilized in real estate advertisement is familiar to any metropolitan citizen. Not
only do the personifications of a healthy and wealthy lifestyle hail
us from billboards and construction hoarding, so do the markers
of cultural diversity. By simultaneously deploying signs of community as well as individuality, these images are not only selling a place to live, but also exemplifying a place where you can
be “who you are.”1 By reconstituting and relocating this imagery,

karen azoulay:
carnation thunder
soho20 gallery, new york
7 november, 2010
by liz linden

capitalize on the fact that potential resi- the headlamps of passing cars. And, while
dents will enjoy stunning views of full-on catching people in flagrante dilecto may not
wheelbarrow-style coitus in the neighbour- be your ideal form of community engagehood greenspace.
ment, the sort of revealing intercourses beMartindale insists he was not aware of tween public, private and fictional space
how the site for his Trinity-Bellwoods Park facilitated by Martindale’s tent: Life-like
tent had previously been used. Nonethe- Living project are indicative of why many
less, by provoking a series of interactions of us choose to live in urban environments.
between public space and representations
of the same, tent: Life-Like Living suc- Lauren Wetmore is an artist and writer who lives and works
in London, UK.
cessfully illustrates that no matter how accurately condo marketing can attempt to 1 This is the actual slogan of the dna3 sales centre at King
and Shaw streets in Toronto (November, 2010).
represent—and insinuate itself into—the
nuanced spaces of our real lives, there is
neither room in these fictions for the economic inequity of urban housing, nor for
the bare and thrusting posteriors of two
middle-aged exhibitionists illuminated by

watercolours of fireworks painted by the
artist, coupled with the sound of explosions but distorted pleasantly by the
speakers to sound like an electronically
transmitted crashing sea. Also installed
throughout the room were impressionistic
sculptures of fireworks, which appeared to
be made partly from armatures covered in
papier-mâché, pigment and glitter. Some of
the sculptures cleverly used the spokes of
burnt-out paper parasols to simultaneously imply the radial projection and the aftermath of a firework’s tentacled explosion.
In the centre of the room was a table
set for a banquet of generous proportions,
replete with tiered serving dishes, cake
stands and silverware dipped and moulded
in black rubber; sculptures of pretzel sticks
radiating out of cheese-ball epicentres; a
fantastical assortment of colourful candies
and edibles; and a number of mysterious
little party favours, which would be employed on command throughout the night.
The whole project had an aura of play,
and the room’s transformation from white
cube to sheet-draped, candlelit wonderland seemed intentionally makeshift and
provisional, meant to evoke fireworks, and
the marvel of them, rather than to illustrate these explosions directly. Carnation
Thunder was high-concept fooding and
craft-kitsch extravaganza at once.
Once her guests were seated, Azoulay
read from a script describing the invention
and early use of fireworks, their artistic influences, their emotional analogues and

Sean Martindale, tent: Life-Like Living, outdoor
intervention, November–December 2010
image courtesy of the artist

Karen Azoulay, Carnation Thunder, performance/
conceptual dinner party, November 7, 2010, Soho20
Gallery, New York
image courtesy of the artist
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s a young child, in a very early brush with semiotics and the
perils of representation, artist Karen Azoulay was asked by a
teacher to draw fireworks. The bewildered Azoulay drew her best
imagining of an unlit firework (the ur-firework), because, clearly, how could one represent the entirety of fireworks, as variable
and profusely sensory as they are? Azoulay recounted this story
towards the beginning of her latest banquet performance, Carnation Thunder, and it proved prescient, nodding at both this new
work’s striking successes and its inherent failures.
Carnation Thunder, as presented at Soho20 Gallery in New
York, was described by Azoulay as a “conceptual dinner party…
with a parade of dishes, each an interpretation of how the shimmering explosions in the sky might taste.” The work called up a
number of genres, straddling the disparate references and disciplines that have become the calling card of recent art-world
mashups of molecular gastronomy and relational aesthetics.
The night began promptly at 8pm, when the doors of the gallery
were thrown open by the artist, clad in a black gown and tulle fascinator that were at once elegant and camp. Azoulay greeted the
evening’s attendees warmly, one after another, as they fell naturally
into a queue, like wedding guests in a gothic bride’s receiving line.
This strange formal welcome set the tone for the evening’s festive
and friendly inclusivity for ticket-holders.
The guests then entered the gallery, which was draped with
cloth, the draperies serving both as room dividers and screens.
On one surface, a projector screened a languid slideshow of

their formal relationship to flowers. The
artist had a poetic touch with the material,
managing to make this didactic monologue
feel personally specific and broadly metaphorical at once. It was in such small-scale
synchronicities that the work excelled, when
the formal intimations of fireworks and the
frisson of their sudden pleasure came together. And they included a few surprising food
moments, such as the smoke-flavoured popsicle and the Pop Rocks–infused chocolate.
While the meal itself felt rather unsatisfying and skewed towards the sweet, it
seems petty to complain about it when the
consumables were just one part of a complicated work with more invested in representation than in restauranting.
Indeed, many would argue that in such
projects, the sating of hunger is always beside
the point. As the continued popularity of
Jennifer Rubell’s blue-chip concept-catering
has shown, tasting good is not always the
goal. For instance, for dessert at this year’s
performa gala benefit, Rubell served
what The New York Times described as, “a
plywood installation resembling a padded
cell lined with oblong blocks of pink cotton candy.” (The writer went on to quote
one guest who had eaten the dessert as saying it was “kind of gross.”)
More than anything, though, one wonders about the sudden prevalence of such
exclusive conceptual-food projects, and
why, at this moment in time, the extravagance of such works has taken hold. It
feels counterintuitive, but perhaps it’s a
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once-in-a-lifetime convergence of three
vectors: the popularization of the conceptual-science-based cuisine at restaurants
like elBulli, wd~50 and Ainea; the instrumentalization of relational aesthetics; and
a recession-inspired push for novel ways to
entice abundant charitable giving at bigticket fundraisers when non-profit arts organizations need it most.
Generosity certainly has precedence in
conceptual-cuisine. Indeed there have been
a preponderance of meal-works made during and about down economies—from
Gordon Matta-Clark’s food, which served
inexpensive, albeit unorthodox, meals to
the SoHo art community in the early 70s,
to Judy Chicago’s 1979 work The Dinner
Party, an ambitious, if inanimate, effort to
bring to the table underappreciated historical women, to Rirkrit Tiravanija’s earliest
pad thai giveaways, performed when the
market slumped in its recovery from 1987’s
Black Monday. Like food and The Dinner
Party, Tiravanija’s Untitled (pad thai) was
not only about generosity, but also about

Food

hunger. While the contemporary culinary follies of Rubell and to their failed semiotic likeness, which neither salad nor sculpture
Azoulay promote food’s power to entertain, historic works engaged nor sound art can wholly describe. This places Carnation Thunder
with food’s political power: its ability to sustain and to nourish.
in the unenviable position of simultaneously acknowledging and
Tiravanija’s first pad thai project was also engaged with failure rejecting the impossibility of representing fireworks—a contradicin representation—albeit with a degree of self-reflexive critical- tion that Azoulay demonstrated awareness of even as a child. In
ity that recuperated that failure and structured it into the work’s this way, a degree of self-consciousness enters Carnation Thunder,
too-often overlooked social critique. On the night Untitled (pad with the work serving as an extended elegy to that precocious
thai) opened, while Tiravanija laboured over the dinner he was childhood self.
about to serve, visitors to the gallery took him to be the caterer.
Which brings us back to signification, and its failure. Azoulay’s Liz Linden is an artist and writer based in Brooklyn, New York.
work is both a synaesthetic love poem to fireworks and an elegy

jessica eaton: strata
red bull 381 projects, toronto
november 18 – december 18, 2010
by rose bouthillier

J

essica Eaton’s structured, incandescent
images tend to evoke the molecular. Her
solo exhibition at Red Bull 381 Projects—
the gallery’s last—closed the space with
the sparkle of many tiny bangs. The Saskatchewan-born, Vancouver-schooled and
now Montreal-based artist’s photographs
call for close viewing; they don’t readily
reveal what they are or how they’ve materialized. As such, this unfamiliarity gives
them a striking sense of possibility.
To start with what can be seen, they
glow. In particular, the nested layers of the
Cubes for Albers and Lewitt series (abbreviated to cfaal; all works 2010) seem to be
lit from within. Interpolation Dramatization 4 and 108_21 show smaller blocks of
shade and colour set in morphing, shuffling grids. All of the compositions are
filled with straight lines, though the edges
are soft, some ever so slightly fringed with
light. Large, velvety brush strokes, worn

three tonal values, making each overlapping surface a unique variable. While it’s
gratifying to work through such technical
details, knowing what the images are and
how they came to be doesn’t subdue their
mystery, it only leads to a long list of collapsing distinctions: abstraction and representation, duration and instantaneousness,
calculation and chance.
Photographs always show us something
that is impossible to see because a mechanical eye lacks distinctive characteristics of
human perception: sensitivity, unreliability,
slowness and constant motion. Troubling
this relationship, Eaton uses the measured
system of the camera to develop opportunities for surprise, multiplied through each
exposure. If Eaton’s images leaned more
heavily on digital compositing, they would
still be beautiful; their logic would just be
less intriguing. Though wary of fetishizing
analogue processes, her photographs’ most
corners and visible wood grain provide captivating qualities rely on a correspondjust enough texture for the shapes to ex- ence to real-time physical facts.
ert objectness, held up by shadows cast on
This indexicality takes on a sculptural
the solid ground beneath them. Distinct- dimension, as the negatives are built up in
ly photographic tones—certain ranges of blocks of textured colour using light and
grey, bright magentas and cyans—are in- time. Rarely are negatives so relevant; they
terspersed throughout a vibrant palette. usually exist as a forgotten step between
Diverse visual references are called up: mini- event and image, or as sources of collagamalist paintings, isometric diagrams, pixi- ble data. 108_21 illustrates the physicality
lated swatches and vision tests.
of the negative in a particular way: Eaton
These appearances raise questions con- assembled a wall of wooden blocks, which
cerning the images’ categorical status and she photographed 108 times onto a single
construction—they’re obviously photo- sheet of film—limiting each exposure to
graphic, but it’s unclear exactly how. Such a different square on a 9×12 grid. In beapprehension means Eaton’s process is of- tween each click of the shutter, she deten forefront in discussions of her work; stroyed and rebuilt the wall, resulting in a
each of these images comes from a single chance composition that was only seen latscan of a 4×5 negative, output on an ink- er when the film was developed. Eaton’s lajet printer, the different effects achieved bour differs from that of Thomas Demand
through multiple exposures, masking and and Georges Rousse, both of whom also
camera movement. To create the cube- create perceptual uncertainty with their
within-a-cube effect, a large dark cube, a me- photographs but whose efforts go into
dium grey cube and a small light-coloured building something for the camera. By concube were photographed in succession, trast, Eaton builds with, or even inside the
through different colour lens filters. Dark- camera. Comparisons with other contemer surfaces reflect less light onto the film, porary photographers don’t readily spring
leaving available space on the negative, to mind (a pleasant blank), though in their
while lighter ones reflect more, exhausting physicality and medium reflexivity, there
the grain. Each cube, lit from the side, has is some affinity with Wolfgang Tillman’s

Impossible Colour series (1997; 2001–ongoing).
Joseph Albers and Sol Lewitt are explicit
art historical references, but they’re called
up with the sentiment of a novel’s dedication page rather than as keywords for conceptual links. Even cfaal 59, which clearly
echoes Albers’ immense series of painting and prints, Homage to Square (1940s–
1960s) seems peacefully self-contained,
as if arriving at the same conclusion (or
question), independently. Eaton’s process
resembles Albers’ too: the studio as a laboratory where carefully controlled amounts
of colour are combined in particular orders.
Accordingly, the images feel experimental,
like beautiful test results approaching some
larger unknown.
Subtractive colour theory is an analogue photographer’s game, but Interpolation
Dramatization 4 turns to the digital blending enabled by image-manipulation software, which can increase the resolution of
a file by generating additional pixels based
on the average values of surrounding ones.
Starting with a wall of dark and light blocks,
Eaton shifted the camera up and down, and
side to side, between multiple exposures,
creating the effect of a closely cropped digital zoom. Albers stressed the adaptability
of vision—how the eye adapts and compensates, filling in and relativizing information. Similarly, Interpolation made me stop
and think about how the human eye adapts
to digital light, how viewing information
on screens for hours every day might actually, immediately and over time, alter one’s
perception of the off-screen world.
Just as those versed in art history can
interpret Eaton’s photographs with knowledge of modern and conceptual movements, those of us who have spent hours
fumbling around in darkrooms can read
them with a nuanced physical awareness.
Such understandings add other layers to
Eaton’s photographs, but what makes them
so compelling is their ability to transcend
such labels and techniques, to directly absorb viewers in the pleasure of images
through their radiant, mysterious integrity.

marcel dzama:
behind every curtain
david zwirner, new york
february 17 – march 18, 2011
by gabrielle moser

W

innipeg-born, New York–based artist Marcel Dzama’s multimedia practice—encompassing drawing, sculpture, diorama
and now film—has consistently involved an interplay between
historical and contemporary narratives that uses dream logic to
unlock the psychic effects of quotidian materials and forms. Influenced by surrealist approaches, such as dream analysis and automatic writing, Dzama’s works bring together a cast of animal and
human figures who struggle (sometimes violently) with one another and with their environment in scenarios that simultaneously evoke childhood games and late-19th-century guerilla warfare.
But while his earlier projects subtly reworked the representational strategies of Marcel Duchamp and others associated with the
modernist avant-garde, in his recent solo exhibition at New York’s
David Zwirner gallery, Dzama’s appropriation of these themes
takes on an explicitly gendered dimension. In an exhibition that
gradually builds from Dzama’s characteristic two-dimensional
drawings to larger-than-life-sized sculpture and, finally, to a liveaction video of a ballet conceived by the artist, Behind Every Curtain focuses on the links between chess, art and the subconscious
that long preoccupied the work of people like Duchamp. Rather
than offering us an ambivalent pastiche of the modern avant-garde,
however, Dzama’s work invests surrealist tropes with a rich substratum of new meanings that seem to respond to the contingencies of the time and space in which he works.
The exhibition opens with Untitled (Winnipeg was won, Winnipeg was one) (2009), a large, panoramic drawing in three sections that maps out a fictitious and epic battle set in the artist’s
hometown. Recalling the narrative structure of medieval battle
representations (such as the Bayeux Tapestry), Dzama employs his
trademark palette of muted browns, olive green, rusted burgundy
and steel blue to depict a human conflict that is firmly set in an ambiguous past, yet unmoored from any particular historical moment.
Organized in “shots” numbered from 1 to 59, in much the same way
that a commercial film is plotted out on a storyboard, the dozens
of figures who march and fight alongside one another engage in
a serious, yet strangely bloodless, battle over unknown spoils. On

Rose Bouthillier is a curator, writer and artist currently
based in Toronto.

Jessica Eaton, 108_21, 2010, from the series 108 and
other Observations
image courtesy of the artist
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Marcel Dzama, Turning into Puppets [Volviendose
Marionetas], 2011, steel, wood, aluminum, and motor
165.1 cm µ 198.1 cm
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